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Welcome

In 1985, Professor  
Sir Malcolm Green and 
respiratory specialists 
around the UK started the 
British Lung Foundation. 
They wanted to challenge 
the lack of awareness 
of lung disease and the 
under-resourcing of 
respiratory research. 

Thirty years on, we are 
the only charity in the 
UK with a mission to look 
after the nation’s lungs.

 
 
Peter Dolphin, Chair

Together, we look 
forward to 30 more 
years of progress.

Over this year we’ve 
continued the work  
Sir Malcolm started,  

with some great results. 
Two of our long-standing 

campaigns to protect children’s 
health bore fruit. Laws in England 
and Wales were passed to 
introduce a ban on smoking 
in cars carrying children from 
October 2015. MPs also voted 
for all tobacco products to 
be sold in plain, unbranded 
packaging from May 2016.  

Over 30 years, we’ve invested 
£25m in lung disease research 
and supported world-class 
scientists across the UK. This year, 
we launched an alumni scheme 
and 70 scientists met to share 
ideas for advancing lung research. 

We achieved another great 
result when two insurance 
companies agreed to donate £1m 
to our mesothelioma research.  

We launched comprehensive 
information for people with 
idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis 
and arranged ‘Meet the Expert’ 
and parliamentary events to 
support people with IPF. 

Early in 2015, the UK saw two 
periods of high air pollution.  
The media looked to us for 
advice and we called on 
the government to act to 
improve air quality. We will 
now work to raise awareness 
of the dangers of air pollution 
and to influence change.

Across the country, we’ve 
worked to improve the nation’s 
lung health: running screening 
events, working with local NHS 
bodies and enabling people 
with lung conditions to manage 
their health, to exercise and to 
sing. We also provide support 
through our helpline, health 
information, BLF Professionals 
and Breathe Easy support groups. 

There is still a long way to go. 
Thirty years on, awareness and 
understanding of lung disease 
remain poor. Research is still 
underfunded. But we couldn’t 
have made any of the great 
strides that we have without  
you – our wonderful family  
of supporters. Together, we  
look forward to 30 more 
years of progress.
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A look back over our first         30 years
We have raised millions of pounds  
for research and our Breathe Easy 
groups have been very effective.  
That’s an enormous advance  
on the position 30 years ago –  
but the challenges persist today.
Professor Sir Malcolm Green

While it's still grossly  
underfunded, the state  
of respiratory research is  
much better than it would  
otherwise have been, had  
it not been for the BLF. 
Dr John Moore-Gillon,  
BLF President 2001–08

We funded Professor John Moxham’s research 
to develop pulmonary rehabilitation (PR). 
There are countless people with COPD  
who have experienced the  
resulting health benefits.
Ian Jarrold,  
BLF Head of Research since 2004

Professor Sir Malcolm 
Green and colleagues 
founded the BLF because 
respiratory research 
was underfunded and 
undervalued, and lung 
diseases little understood.  

I used to hate exercise until  
I was diagnosed with COPD.  
I’m amazed at the difference  
in what I can do now and how  
good I feel after exercising.    
Paul

Research 

£6m

Multiple  
diseases

Our total  
30-year spend  

on research

£25 million

£3.5m

£2.9m

£2.3m

£2m
£2m

£1.7m

£1.5m

£600k

£591k

£511k

£333k

£326k

£322k
£270k

£120k
£119k

£103k
£93k

Mesothelioma

COPD

Paediatric

AsthmaILD  
(inc IPF)

Lung 
cancer

TB

ARDS

Air pollution/
quality

Others

Pneumonia

OSA/sleep apnoea/
hypopnoea

Transplant
Acute lung injury

Influenza
RSV

LAM

Bronchiectasis
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A look back over our first         30 years

Support 

In 1991, Trevor Clay’s vision of a network to provide information, 
education and support was realised when our first Breathe Easy 
groups were set up. There are now over 230 across the UK. 

Each year, in Breathe Easy week, we look to raise awareness  
of lung health. In 2005, London Mayor, Ken Livingstone  
hosted a stair climb at City Hall. 

Campaigning 

We’ve campaigned to ensure people 
with lung conditions have suitable 
oxygen therapy, get access to pulmonary 
rehabilitation, and are supported to self-
manage their condition. Our most recent 
successes are to get a ban on smoking 
in cars with children and getting MPs to 
agree to plain packaging for tobacco.

Helpline 
In 1995, our helpline opened, 
with dedicated nurses and 
welfare benefits advisers.  
Carol has been with us since  
the start. We answered over 
11,000 calls in our first year.

Health information 
Over the years, our health 
information has increased to 
cover a wide range of lung 
conditions and lifestyle advice. 

Thank you for a providing a 
wonderful, highly professional 
service able to answer fully  
my questions. I now  
feel empowered. 
Jim, 2014 helpline caller
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How we made a  
difference in 2014–15

We fund vital research into 
understanding, treating and 
preventing lung disease.

1 
I am proud to chair the BLF’s 
scientific committee because 
the research we fund is so vital. 
We can back researchers to 
explore new approaches in the 
hope of discovering amazing 
things to help so many patients. 
Indeed, there has never been a 
better opportunity to harness 
new scientific technologies to 
the understanding of complex 
lung diseases. As a result, we 
have a unique opportunity to 
make a real difference to the 
lives of people living with a  
lung condition.
Professor Stephen Holgate

We invested 90%  
more in research.

We welcomed 70 
scientists to our first 
alumni conference to 
shape the future of 
respiratory research.

20
13

-1
4

20
14

-1
5

We sponsored 32 young 
researchers to go to 
international respiratory 
conferences.

32

+90%

70



Leading the fight against lung disease
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How we made a  
difference in 2014–15

We aim to prevent lung disease 
by campaigning for positive 
change in the UK’s lung health. 

We offer hope and support  
at every step so that no one 
has to face lung disease alone.

2 3 
Two of our campaigns bore 
fruit with votes in parliament 
to change the law on smoking 
in cars with children and 
tobacco packaging.

We secured funding from two 
insurance companies for our 
vital mesothelioma research.

Victory

£1m

Our 230 Breathe Easy 
groups throughout the UK 
supported people with 
lung disease, their families, 
friends and carers.

We answered 33%  
more helpline calls.

+33%

We featured in 50% 
more media pieces.

+50% 30 2 +

NEWS

2014-152013-14

Every month, each BLF 
Professional helped over 75 
people with a lung condition.

x75
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Research

The BLF was set up 30 years ago, 
to make sure research into lung 
conditions got the priority it deserved. 
Today, alongside our other core 
activities, research remains at the 
heart of what we do. Our aim is always 
to improve care, and to prevent, treat 
and cure lung diseases. 

In 2014–15, we invested £694,000 in 
world-class research projects. 

 chronic obstructive pulmonary disease 
(COPD)

lung cancer

mesothelioma

 interstitial lung diseases (ILD), including 
idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF)

 children’s lung infection and wheezing

Our                 priority diseases

2

3

4

5

5

1

 
 

Lisa Gregory,  who is part of  Dr Sejal Saglani’s  project at Imperial College London

Our impact 2014-15         Research
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Grants and fellowships

This year, we made 10 grant 
awards totalling £594,000, 
plus one BLF–Richard Mintz 
Fellowship of £100,000,  
making a total of £694,000. 

Focusing on our five priority 
disease areas, we funded projects 
to investigate a range of potential 
new treatments, exercise 
programmes and an improved 
approach to conducting  
clinical trials.

Life-saving investment

Research topic Where?

mesothelioma University of Birmingham

COPD University of Bristol

lung cancer Cancer Research UK  
Manchester Institute

children’s wheezing Imperial College London

lung scarring in COPD Imperial College London

improving clinical trials in 
interstitial lung disease

Imperial College London

COPD London School of Hygiene 
and Tropical Medicine

pulmonary fibrosis University of Nottingham

exercise during lung 
cancer treatment 

University of Southampton

IPF University of Southampton

lung cancer Queen Mary,  
University of London

Research projects we funded at 
research centres around the UK:

We hope this study will lead to 
a change in the way health care 
professionals manage people 
with COPD, both in terms of 
their risk of developing vascular 
disease, and how we manage 
them when they do.
Dr Jennifer Quint, who was awarded  
£78,500 to look at ways to prevent and  
treat heart attacks and strokes in  
people with COPD.



The fight for breath

We continued our study to 
evaluate the nation’s health. 
For the first time in nearly a 
decade, our Respiratory Health 
of the Nation website and 
report will give an overview 
of lung disease and its impact 
on people across the UK. 

Researchers and data 
scientists from St George’s 
University of London, University 
of Edinburgh, Nottingham 
University and Imperial College 
London worked with us to 
collect data. The outcome will 
show the number of people 
in the UK affected by each 
major lung disease and how 
the figures vary by age, gender, 
region and standard of living. 
We also looked at the impact 
lung disease has on health 
services. This will give us a firm 
evidence base to campaign 
for improvements in future.

We’ve launched an alumni 
scheme to keep in touch 
regularly with researchers  
we’ve funded. A key feature  
of the scheme will be an 
annual conference, the first of 
which was held in March 2015. 

Around 70 scientists 
attended to meet and share 
their ideas for advancing lung 
research, and catch up with 
what we are doing. Speakers 
included Professor Stephen 
Holgate and Professor  
Peter Barnes. 

Supporting our         researchers

In 30 years we’ve funded hundreds of respiratory 
researchers across the UK. For a long time, our 
relationship with them ended as soon as their  
projects finished. Not any more…

Staying in touch

Holgate and Barnes received 
BLF support early in their careers 
and are now world leaders in 
their fields. The European Journal 
of Clinical Investigation recently 
described them as being among 
the world’s 100 most influential 
biomedical scientists in any field.

Fostering mutual support 
between the BLF and the 
lung research community  
is essential.
Professor Stephen Holgate

Our impact 2014-15         Research10

We’ve invested over  
£25m in research  

over 30 years.

£25m
We invested £694,000  

in 11 world-class  
research projects.

11
We sponsored 32 young  

researchers to go to international 
respiratory conferences.

32



Supporting our         researchers

Supporting young researchers

At the conference, 16 young 
researchers presented scientific 
posters outlining their recent 
projects and findings. A panel of 
established researchers judged 
the entries, and Professor Barnes 
presented our first-ever prize to 
Thivyan Thayaparan for his work 
on pleural mesothelioma. 

The conference was a fantastic 
showcase to share progress 
with leaders in the field, fellow 
PhD students and, importantly, 
patients too. The BLF’s support 
has inspired me to continue 
striving to make a difference  
for mesothelioma patients.
Thivyan Thayaparan,  
prize-winning young researcher

We also awarded £21,375 of travel 
fellowships to enable 32 young 
researchers working on lung health 
to attend the European Respiratory 
Society and American Thoracic 
Society annual conferences. 

Many young researchers who 
received our travel fellowships 
in the past have gone on to 
make significant contributions to 
respiratory research and treatment.  

TRAVEL FELLOWSHIPS
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We welcomed 70 scientists to our  
first alumni conference to shape  

the future of respiratory research.

16 young researchers  
presented posters at our  
first alumni conference.

BLF-funded 
researcher 
Professor Peter 
Barnes has been 
the most highly 
cited respiratory 
researcher in  
the world. 

16 PROFESSOR  
PETER  

BARNES

70



Lisa Gregory who 
is part of Dr Sejal 
Saglani at Imperial 
College London
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Lung disease affects more than 12 million people 
in the UK. We’re dedicated to raising awareness 
of the signs and causes of lung disease, and to 
helping to prevent it. 

In our 30th year, we once more raised the 
awareness of lung disease, achieved our highest 
ever levels of media coverage and secured 
important new funding for mesothelioma 
research. We also saw long-term campaigns bear 
fruit with two law-changing votes in parliament.

Prevention and aw
areness

Supporters  at the launch  of our IPF report at Westminster

We secured funding from two 
insurance companies for our 
vital mesothelioma research.

£1m

One in nine MPs 
are interested in 
lung health.

1 in 9

We featured 
in 50% more 
media pieces.

+50%NEWS

2014-152013-14
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Prevention

MPs work for lung health

Since Stephen McPartland MP 
formed an All Party Parliamentary 
Group (APPG) on respiratory 
health, 70 of his colleagues have 
joined up (one in nine MPs). He is 
now campaigning for better care 
for people affected by COPD. 
We worked with Asthma UK to 
support the APPG’s report on its 
inquiry into respiratory deaths 
published in 2014.  
www.blf.org.uk/appg-report

Airing your views  
on pollution

This year, Breathe Easy 
members and other people 
living with lung disease 
told us that two serious 
episodes of air pollution 
worsened their symptoms, 
and asked us to raise 
awareness of the problem.
We achieved almost 1,000 
reports in the media 
about the importance of 
breathing in clean air for 
lung health. Next year,  
we’ll campaign even  
harder in this area.

For 30 years, the  
BLF has worked to  
raise awareness  
of the dangers  
of air pollution  
and encourage 
government action  
to reduce it.
Professor Sir Malcolm Green,  
our founder and leading  
expert on air pollution  
and health

Insurance policy

In January 2015, after many 
months of discussion, two  
major insurance companies 
agreed to give us £1m to  
fund mesothelioma research  
over the next two years.  
Our efforts to secure more 
industry funding from the 
insurance, construction and  
legal sectors continue.

On No Smoking Day 2014, 
Breathe Easy Fermanagh 
and South Tyrone, and 
Nessie from our Northern 
Ireland office visited  
three local primary 
schools to talk about  
the risks of smoking. 

Children’s lung health

During 2014, we asked families, 
health care professionals and 
other organisations to identify 
our future priorities for children’s 
lung health. We will focus first 
on developing good quality 
information and making sure 
that families get the support 
they need so that their children 
can breathe clean air.

The first professional to 
ask how we were doing as a 
family was the psychologist  
helping with the feeding. 
Our son was four by then.
Parent of a child with lung disease

1,000
media reports on  

air pollution 



    Send tobacco packing
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No, we haven’t yet 
stubbed out smoking 
for good. But, with 
changes to the law  
on tobacco packaging 
and smoking in cars 
with children, we’re 
getting there and have 
cause to celebrate.

Two new laws

Because of the 
dedicated campaigning 
efforts of the BLF, the 
health of children will 
be protected when 
in cars. This ban is a 
great step forward in 
protecting the health  
of the nation.
Dr Patrick Flood-Page,  
respiratory consultant  
in Newport, Wales

Five years ago, we kicked off  
our campaign with a petition 
to 10 Downing Street. Children 
handed in over 50,000 signatures 
asking for a ban on smoking in 
cars carrying children.

This year, two of our long-standing campaigns  
achieved their aims, winning changes to the law.

 I watched live on the 
parliament channel as the 
result of the vote came in –  
it was thrilling.
Liam, who was at No 10 at the start and 
has continued to support our campaign

England 
In March 2015, parliament finally 
voted in favour of a ban in 
England from October 2015.

Wales
In June, Assembly Members in 
Wales voted unanimously in 
favour of a similar ban in Wales, 
also starting in October.

Smoking in cars carrying children1

Most MPs received an email 
from constituents through 
our website supporting  
the ban on smoking in  
cars with children.

85% of MPs

200,000 children 
start smoking 
every year.

300,000 children see their 
GP every year because of 

second-hand smoke.

300,000200,000
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   Plain packaging 

In January 2015, MPs decided 
that all tobacco products 
must be sold in the same 
drab, unbranded packaging 
from May 2016. This will make 
cigarettes less attractive to young 
people and reduce the 200,000 
children who take up smoking 
every year across the UK.

Northern Ireland
In Northern Ireland, we continue 
to call on the Assembly to listen 
to what children are saying 
and put their health first by 
introducing a similar ban.

Scotland
We continue to press the  
Scottish government to deliver 
on its stated intention to  
support a bill to ban smoking  
in cars with children. James 
Cant, Head of BLF Scotland, gave 
evidence to the Health and Sport 
Committee in June 2015 and 
made a strong case to protect 
Scottish children.

Ending smoking in 
vehicles carrying children 
is a landmark moment for 
public health. I would like 
to thank the British Lung 
Foundation for their  
hard work and passionate 
campaigning.
Jane Ellison, public health minister

An image  from our Smoking in  Cars campaign  video

2

367 MPs voted for and 113 
against plain tobacco packaging.

Against: 
113 MPs

For:  
367 MPs

For:  
342 MPs
Against:  
42 MPs

342 MPS voted for and 42  
against the ban on smoking  

in cars with children.

Over 430,000 children aged 11-15 are 
exposed to second-hand smoke in  

the family car every week.

430,000+
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Prevention and awareness

Our partners

This year, around the country  
we worked with:

 the Wessex Academic  
Health Science network

Halton Clinical  
Commissioning Group

Gateshead Voluntary 
Organisations Council  
and the local clinical 
commissioning group

 University Hospital Coventry, 
Warwickshire Community 
COPD team and voluntary 
organisations in Coventry

and many others around the 
country to raise awareness of 
COPD and tackle its impact.

WESSEX WORKSHOPS
We ran workshops for 
people living with COPD 
to help them to manage 
their condition better. One 
participant said afterwards: 

Wow! Absolutely  
brilliant. Now have 
better insight into 
COPD. Learned more  
at the workshop than 
in all the time since  
I was diagnosed  
8-9 years ago.

Love your lungs awareness  
and screening events

In spring 2015, we screened 
2,640 people for COPD 
across high-risk areas in 
North Somerset, Wiltshire 
and Camden. Over 20% were 
referred to their GP to be 
investigated further.

We knew we could rely 
on the expertise and 
experience the  
BLF has in delivering  
successful events.
Dr Jonathan Roberts,  
consultant in public health,  
North Somerset Council

COPD information packs

As part of a wider partnership 
with Halton Clinical 
Commissioning Group, we 
developed an information  
pack for people newly 
diagnosed with COPD. The  
packs will be available from  
GPs. It includes our award-
winning COPD Patient Passport 
and information about joining 
our Breathe Easy groups. 

At one of  our Love your lungs events in Camden, where we screened  560 people
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Our IPF project continues to raise awareness of IPF, to support 
those living with the condition and to influence policy makers 
and health services to make sure the best care is available. 

I am my Dad’s 24-hour carer and have tried in  
vain to find out what to expect in the coming  
months as Dad will stay at home. Thank you.  
You’ve made a difference.
Margaret, commenting on David’s IPF blog

Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF)

IPF week

During IPF Week in September 
2014, actors David Oakes, 
Amanda Redman, Ray Winstone, 
singer Andrea Corr and West 
Ham United football club joined 
us to help raise awareness.  
This resulted in a 73% increase  
in people visiting our IPF  
health information online  
during the week. 

Warm reception for IPF

In February 2015, we hosted 
a parliamentary reception, 
attended by around 50 MPs 
and peers, to launch our report 
Lost in the system: IPF: the patient 
experience in England. The report 
drew on patients’ experiences 
to provide a comprehensive 
review of IPF care and to make 
recommendations to transform 
the care of people living with IPF.

IPF has been neglected for 
too long. I feel glad to have 
done my bit alongside the 
BLF to help start turning 
things around.
Ron Flewett, IPF blogger and  
fundraiser for the BLF 

We supported over  
10,000 people with our 

information packs.

Over 800 people living with 
IPF came to our educational 

events in two years. Over 80% 
of those who came now feel 
more confident about living 

with the condition.

We’ve helped set up eight 
pulmonary fibrosis support 

groups and counting  
across the UK.

10,000

IPFIPF

800

MEET THE EXPERT

PE
OP

LE

SUPPORT 
groups8



BLF Active 
About 1,470 people with a lung condition now exercise every  
week as part of our BLF Active project. Around the country  
about 145 specialist respiratory disease exercise instructors  
now run an average of 210 community-based BLF Active classes. 

Stay well, stay active  
exercise DVD 
With support from the 
Association of Chartered 
Physiotherapists in Respiratory 
Care, we developed an exercise 
DVD, so those with lung disease 
can exercise safely at home.

Working with Sport England 
Sport England has awarded us 
£500,000 over three years, so that 
we can help more people with 
lung conditions exercise. 

As a result of exercise I’m 
quite bubbly now. I can  
enjoy myself, I can do  
more in the garden now. 
Jay, who goes to an exercise  
class in Milton Keynes

Exercise can have huge 
benefits for people living 
with a lung condition  
and we aim to run over  
50 courses to provide new 
sporting opportunities  
for them.
Becky, our project manager

Milton 

Keynes  

exercise  

class

Equipping people to help themselves
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£500k
Sport England awarded us £500,000  

for five exercise pilot areas.
We run 210 BLF Active 
classes every week.

210
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Singing 
New research has shown that 
group singing has benefits  
if you have a long-term lung 
condition, and is good for 
your general wellbeing. So 
we have worked with singing 
professionals and specialist 
advisers to develop a training 

A very inspiring day and great enthusiasm from  
the trainer. Thank you to the BLF for raising  
the money for the project.
Newly trained BLF singing group leader 

Lawrence 
Thomas, Chair of 
BE Carmarthen 
and Claire Hurlin, 
from Hywel Dda 
health board  
at our reception 
at the National 
Assembly a  
year after the 
plan’s launch.

programme for singing leaders. 
We’ve already trained 12 leaders 
and our new singing groups will 
run from September 2015. We 
have also secured funding to set 
up more singing groups up and 
down the UK. Find out more at  
www.blf.org.uk/singing

Meeting experts in Edinburgh

In February 2015, over 100 
people met IPF experts at our 
event in Edinburgh. Health care 
professionals and patients from 
around Scotland discussed 
the impact and treatment 
of IPF and new research.

People who attended were 
very positive about the event 
and, as a result, a support 
group is being set up.

Excellent speakers – 
informative, passionate, 
engaging, honest and 
empathetic. Thank you.
Attendee at our Meet the  
Experts event in Edinburgh

Improving lung health across Wales

This year we campaigned for the Respiratory 
Health Delivery Plan for Wales to be fully 
implemented. In June, we got together politicians, 
health care professionals and people living with a 
lung condition to call for greater leadership from 
the Welsh Government and remind them of how 
our Breathe Easy groups help. 

OSA
We launched the UK’s  
first health economics 
report for obstructive sleep 
apnoea (OSA). This shows 
that an estimated £28m 
could be saved across the UK 
if everyone with OSA were 
treated. We now estimate 
that 1.5 million UK adults have 
OSA. Also, to mark the end 
of our highly successful OSA 
campaign, we launched our 
OSA commissioning toolkit.  
Find it at www.blf.org.uk/
osa-toolkit



H
ope and support

A diagnosis of lung disease brings questions and 
anxiety about the future. We don’t want anyone – 
people with lung conditions, their families, friends 
 and carers – to face that alone. 

That’s why we offer vital hope and support 
through the BLF Helpline, our web community, 
the Breathe Easy support network, first-class 
health information in print and online, and 
medical help for respiratory patients from our  
BLF Professionals network. 

Our web community  
has grown by 50%.

Our impact 2014-15         Hope and support20

There are over 230 Breathe Easy 
groups around the UK.

3 0 2 +

We answered 33% 
more helpline calls.

+33%

+50%
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WEB COMMUNITY

On our web community, 
people share their experience 
of managing their condition, 
new treatments, research 
trials, travelling and other 
aspects of life affected by a 
lung condition. Many also use  
the community to chat 
generally and share jokes. 
Over the past year there’s 
been a 50% increase in 
members. Join 11,800 
 others at www.blf.org.uk/
online-community

The BLF Direct office in Liverpool provides a range 
of support services, including our helpline. For many 
people, it is the first point of contact with us.

BLF Helpline

This year, the BLF Helpline 
answered over 2,100 emails and 
17,500 calls. Calls increased by 
33% compared to the previous 
year. Nearly 40% of the calls were 
for help with COPD and around 
10% about IPF.  

You were the people  
who understood and 
listened to us. You gave 
us the information we 
needed to stay strong 
and cope with what  
was coming.
Helpline caller whose  
mother died in July 2014

BLF Direct

Breathe Easy

There are now over 230 Breathe 
Easy groups throughout the UK.  
They provide mutual support 
to members: people with lung 
disease, their family, friends and 
carers from all sections of the 
community. Members receive 
lung health information and 
education, focusing on improving 
self-management. Groups raise 
awareness of the BLF among 
people affected by lung disease, 
health care professionals, 
politicians and the general public.

BLF Helpline  03000 030 555 helpline@blf.org.uk

Breathe Easy Isle of Wight  
on a walk

BRONCHIECTASIS

Nearly 10% of the calls this year 
were about bronchiectasis. 
Bronchiectasis requires 
specialist diagnosis and  
support from physiotherapists. 
When first diagnosed, people 
often call us two or three  
times and our helpline plays  
an important role in helping 
them to learn about their 
condition and what it means  
for them. 



All together now, and breathe
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Our integrated Breathe Easy groups 

We now have 40 integrated Breathe Easy groups. As a result, 
more people are being referred to a group by local health care 
professionals. Over 1,000 people came to their first integrated 
Breathe Easy group meeting this year. In turn, Breathe Easy 
members use their experience to influence local health services.

Our integrated Breathe Easy groups work with volunteers, innovative clinical 
commissioning groups and health care professionals so that more people  
can get the health care and support they deserve.

Real benefits in  
the East Midlands

We know that joining a Breathe 
Easy group can really help 
people with a lung condition.  
Getting information and advice 
from dedicated health care 
professionals, and meeting 
others makes a huge difference. 
In May 2014, we looked at 
the results of our integrated 
Breathe Easy project covering 
12 groups in the East Midlands: 

93% of group members  
felt more in control of  
their lung condition

84% said they didn’t need  
to visit their doctor or  
nurse so often

 95% told us they felt more 
hopeful about the future

In Hardwick CCG, integrated Breathe Easy has been the 
keystone to success to truly deliver what patients need.  
It’s improving the quality of people’s lives now.
Sandra Cooper, Hardwick Clinical Commissioning Group 

I have gained more 
friends and don’t  
feel so embarrassed 
when I cough.
Breathe Easy member  
in the East Midlands

integrated 
Breathe Easy

BE group 
volunteers

local 
health care 

professionals

clinical 
commissioning 

groups

Over 1,000 people came to their 
first Breathe Easy group meeting.

1,000+
We now have 40 integrated 

Breathe Easy groups.

40
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I am always struck by 
how much our patients 
appreciate these 
meetings. We should 
ensure they continue and 
flourish alongside the 
Breathe Easy groups.
Dr Daryl Freeman,  
GP Principal for Norfolk and 
Clinical Director NHS England – 
Midlands and East (East) 

T he Jolly Wheezers 
choir started in 
2013 with support 

from integrated Breathe 
Easy Oldham, as part of 
Manchester University’s 
Inspire project. 

The choir, led by qualified 
music teacher Mel, now 
has 30 members. The 
Jolly Wheezers have been 
invited to sing at numerous 

events, including some very 
prestigious NHS meetings. In 
2014, the choir performed at 
an international symposium 
at the Royal College of 
Music in London. 

The choir has attracted 
more people to Breathe 
Easy group meetings and 
given members another 
way to improve their 
health and wellbeing. 

Peter is a Jolly Wheezer and has a life-long bronchial condition  
that involves him draining fluid from his lungs twice a day: 

If you’d told me a few years ago I’d be singing in  
a choir, I would have laughed at you. But I’m not  
in it to win prizes – I just enjoy it. And it helps.  
Some weeks I come to practise and am so 
breathless I can’t finish the first line of the song, 
but the tips and hints on singing really help me.

Today Norfolk,  
tomorrow Llanelli

This year saw 12 Breathe Easy 
information events attract large 
audiences of people affected 
by lung disease, who were 
invited through their GPs. North 
Norfolk Breathe Easy hosted 
one such event in June 2015.

Patients and carers gained a 
huge amount, not only from 
the speakers, but also from the 
chance to meet up, compare 
notes (good and bad) and 
learn more about the care 
available in Norfolk for people 
living with a lung condition.

We launched our integrated 
Breathe Easy project in Wales 
in April 2015 to integrate 
existing Breathe Easy groups, 
and develop new ones where 
they are needed, such as in 
Llanelli and Ceredigion.

Jolly Wheezers



Award-winning information 
COPD patient passport

We launched our online COPD 
patient passport on World  
COPD Day in November 2014.  
It aims to help people living 
with COPD to get the best 
possible care. It’s been viewed 
over 50,000 times and about 
8,500 people have received 
their personalised report. 

The online passport won  
the BMA’s patient information 
award for information that  
aids decision-making.  
www.blf.org.uk/passport

All of our first-class health information is reviewed 
regularly and accredited by NHS England through 
its Information Standard scheme to ensure it is clear, 
accurate, balanced and evidence based.

Information

Chris (left) one of our patient  
reviewers and Kevin (right) our 
digital officer receive the award 

from Sir Al Aynsley-Green,  
BMA presidentThe BLF’s information 

is so useful because 
it always focuses on 
people. It’s based  
on evidence and  
the detail is easy  
to understand.
Sarah Russell, hospice nurse  
and researcher

You can read  
our information online at 

www.blf.org.uk/support  
or order our booklets  

and leaflets at  
www.blf.org.uk/shop  

or call our helpline  
on 03000 030 555.

As part of our schedule  
to review all our information 
regularly, this year we 
reviewed our health 
information on asthma,  
TB, mesothelioma, 

breathlessness and coping 
with the final stages of a 
lung condition, and launched 
information on exercise and 
eating well for improved 
quality of life.

REGULAR REVIEWS
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42% more people visited  
our website.

Our patient 
passport won 
a BMA patient 
information 
award.

26% more people asked  
for our publications.

1 +42% +26%2013-14
2014-15

2013-14 2014-15
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Information

WEBSITE STATISTICS 

Total website page views: 
4,255,769

Total website users:  
1,188,327
www.blf.org.uk

Our continually improved 
website reaches more people 
with information and support. 
We now have dedicated hubs 
for our disease priorities – 
COPD, IPF, lung cancer and 
mesothelioma – and one for 
air pollution, which we will 
develop as we campaign 
harder in this area. 

Our blog shares posts from 
researchers, fundraisers, health 
care professionals and people 
living with a lung disease, 
including David, who was 
entering the final stages of 
his life with IPF. His story was 
read and shared by users right 
across the world, with positive 
feedback on his open and 
honest approach to sharing  
his experiences. 

COPD self-management packs

We worked with professional 
health care organisations 
and patients to revise our 
COPD self-management plan 
and exercise handbook. 

Both provide lots of help 
and practical advice to enable 
and support people living 
with COPD to manage their 
condition themselves. 

It looks amazing!  
Really good illustrations 
throughout bring the 
text to life. Highly 
relevant sections,  
which will be really 
useful to patients.
A respiratory nurse specialist

Our blog Our website

Such a good blog!  
Needs to be read by 
everyone, especially 
people who don’t  
have lung disease 
themselves but  
know someone  
who does.
Jackie, commenting on  
‘9 things people with  
lung disease…’

PAGE VIEWS FOR  
TOP BLOG POSTS 

IPF – the final stages:  11,332 

Andrea Corr – IPF took  
my mum so quickly:  9,097 

9 things people with lung  
disease want you to know: 6,751
www.blf.org.uk/blog
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BLF Professionals

This year, our BLF Nurses became BLF Professionals. Our network is 
now open to all health care professionals who are passionate about 
lung health. Members include nurses, physiotherapists, doctors, 
pharmacists and occupational therapists.

We offer BLF Professionals study days and work-shadowing  
bursaries. These are ways for our passionate members to learn,  
share expertise and get first-hand experience of different services. 

Working with NHS professionals

My first meeting with Nicky was  
eye-opening. She gave me a 
comprehensive examination, 
amended my medication and sat  
me down for a good talking to.  
I was given lots of helpful  
literature and positive actions to 
move forward with managing my 
condition effectively.

Malcolm, who saw Nicky,  
a BLF Professional, after he 

was diagnosed with COPD

study days
9

Every month, each BLF 
Professional helped over 75 

people with a lung condition.

75x

Over 300 people became  
BLF Professionals.

300+

BLF Professionals met  
for nine study days.
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Study days

During the year, BLF Professionals 
met for nine study days across 
the UK. Study topics included 
interstitial lung disease, helping 
patients to manage their 
condition, developments in 
treatment and end of life care. 
Patients and carers spoke  
about the impact of living  
with a lung condition.  
Find out more at www.blf.org.
uk/BLF-Professionals

My first experience of 
mesothelioma was  
as a student nurse.  

I cared for a woman who had 
been exposed 
to asbestos 
dust while 
washing her 
husband’s 
overalls. I was 
shocked that 
so little was 
known about 
this devastating disease 
and that there was neither 
treatment nor cure. 

Twenty years later, the  
Mick Knighton Mesothelioma 
Research Fund (MKMRF) 
– part of the British Lung 

Foundation – funds me as 
the first ever mesothelioma 
clinical nurse specialist in  
the North East.

I give much-
needed support, 
care and access to 
information about 
new research and 
treatments for 
those affected  
by mesothelioma 
in Northumberland 

and North Tyneside.
I love being able to help 

patients – even in a small  
way – at a time that is so 
difficult for them. 
Leah Taylor, mesothelioma  
clinical nurse specialist

Nurse specialists 
have the potential 
to significantly 
transform care for 
those affected by 
mesothelioma.

Health care professionals 
rarely get the chance to 
find out what it’s really like 
to live with a lung disease.  
By sharing my experiences, 
I hope they understand  
the whole person, not just 
the condition. 
Anne, a study day speaker and  
chair of Breathe Easy East Chorley  
and South Ribble

Leah (right)  

with Chris 

Knighton of  

the MKMRF



We achieved so much in 2014–15 thanks to our 
fantastic fundraisers, donors, volunteers and staff.  
We salute your tireless energy, generosity, spirit  
and imagination.

Every race run, mile cycled, step taken, gift 
bequeathed, dinner hosted, breakfast eaten,  
bag packed and bacon bap buttered helps us 
campaign to raise awareness of lung disease,  
and support thousands of people through our 
helpline and life-saving research. 

Thank you. We couldn’t do it without you. 

M
aking it all happen

Leading the 

fight against 

lung disease: 

Supporters on the 

2015 Take Steps in 

Richmond walk
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103 cyclists took to the road  
for us in RideLondon and  

raised £87,700. 

103 cyclists



I used to do long  
distance running, so  
being on oxygen has had 
a big impact. But I’m 
looking forward to doing 
Take Steps again next  
year and every year.
Honor, who joined Take Steps  
in Richmond
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Our 122 runners in the Great  
North Run raised £52,700.

Our 125 Team Breathe members ran 
3,275 miles in the London Marathon, 

more than the distance between 
London and Lagos.

 3,275 miles

London, UK

Lagos,  
Nigeria
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Fundraising

3rd place
out of 358 runners for amazing 
Brandon Tribe in the 1.5km 
Edinburgh Junior Marathon,  
running for his younger brother  
who has a lung condition, and 
raising an incredible £1,080.

200 bacon baps 
buttered, served and sold by  
mother and daughter, Sandra and 
Julie Callaghan, supporting the  
Big Breakfast in memory of husband 
and father, Tommy, who passed  
away from IPF. They raised £1,070.

2

3

4

Bernie Ball decided to raise funds  
for us when she found out her 
daughter, Lola, had ILD. Members of 
Team Lola have held parties, run the 
London Marathon and completed 
the Isle of Man’s 85-mile Parish Walk 
in under 24 hours. They’ve raised 
over £7,000 so far.

1

72 supporters 
held Big Breakfast events in November 2014, 
raising more than £16,000.

56-year age gap
between our youngest and oldest runners at  
the London Marathon, with 18-year-old Amber 
Amey and 74-year-old Rusty Wright both 
completing the challenge.

Chilli-eating competition
Steve Gazzard lost his daughter Sarah to IPF 
when she was 36. He has since been fundraising 
tirelessly for the BLF. This year, he held a  
chilli-eating competition and a Big Breakfast,  
and went skydiving with two friends, raising 
£5,318. Thank you, Steve.

300 people 
around the UK took part in our Take 
Steps sponsored walks campaign, 
raising more than £20,000. 

Cruise-themed dinner
The Merrifield family from Salisbury held a  
cruise-themed dinner dance in November,  
and a ‘Quintessentially English’ dinner on  
St George’s Day, raising almost £5,300 to  
fund our work on IPF, in memory of  
husband and father, Rod Merrifield. 

1

We hope that by funding research 
through Dad’s Breath of Life fund,  
we can save others the pain of  
losing loved ones from such an  
aggressive disease.
Kate Merrifield, Rod’s daughter

Our impact 2014-15         Making it all happen
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2

43

   Take Steps motivated  
our members to get out into  

a new environment, speak to others, raise  
lots of money and have an enjoyable time.

BLF Active Instructor Hannah Davies, whose COPD class  
raised £1,172 by walking 0.5 miles around Cyfarthfa Park in Wales
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Individual contributions

Support from business

We are very grateful for all your support. This year:

We received £1,519,000 from 
96 people who left us a gift in 
their will. Reasons for leaving a 
gift are very personal, but no 
matter how small, it can make 
a huge difference to our work. 

2,177 people asked for a 
collection to be made at the 
funeral of a loved one. Thank 
you for thinking of the BLF 
at such a difficult time.  

Our 30th anniversary  
‘Big Birthday’ raffle was a 
huge success, raising almost 
£40,000. The lucky winner 
was Mr John Chick, a long-
time supporter of the BLF. 

My late husband  
suffered so much  
at the hands of lung 
disease, I can’t bear 
the thought of anyone 
having to go through 
what we did.
Pat from Warwickshire,  
who sadly also passed away  
this year, leaving us a legacy

Gallagher Heath

Gallagher Heath has long 
supported us through Unique 
Insurance, specialist insurance 
services for people living with 
a lung condition, and their 
friends and families. We receive 
a donation for every policy sold, 
helping us lead the fight against  
lung disease.

242 people set up Breath  
of Life tribute funds to remember 
someone who passed away  
from lung disease. These online 
pages allow friends and family  
to create lasting memories of  
the person they have lost and 
help support our work in order  
to fight lung disease in the future.

9,474 people supported 
our helpline and research 
projects by responding to 
our appeals this year. Every 
research breakthrough, every 
new treatment and every 
helpline call answered is 
thanks to these people. 

 Simplyhealth

Simplyhealth has kindly 
supported our Singing for  
Lung Health, jointly funding  
the first year of this new  
exciting programme. With 
Simplyhealth’s support, we’ll  
be setting up singing classes 
across the UK to help people 
manage their lung conditions 
and change their lifestyles  
for the better.

Aviva and Zurich are 
proud to support the 
BLF’s mesothelioma 
research. Our investment 
will build on the 
momentum of our earlier 
contributions to help 
researchers develop new 
treatments and improve 
quality of life for those  
with this disease.
Aviva and Zurich
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Volunteers provide vital support 
in our offices and at fundraising 
and awareness events. In return, 
we aim to give them a rewarding 
experience and useful life skills. 

This year over 2,400 volunteers 
helped us do our vital work.

Volunteers

OUR VOLUNTEERS HELPED  
US IN SO MANY WAYS:

fundraised for us and  
helped at events

helped to run our  
Breathe Easy groups

 reviewed our health information

 represented us in the media

gave their time in our offices

advised on our internal 
committees

and much more

TERESA BURGOYNE

Since I started volunteering with the BLF, I’ve  
aimed to get the message out to people with  
lung conditions about the importance of  

self-management, pulmonary rehabilitation and  
follow-on exercise.

I’m so pleased we’ve achieved so much with so  
little in the eight years I’ve been involved with Breathe 
Easy Nottingham West. The local respiratory team has 
supported us from the start.

I’ve really enjoyed working with BLF representatives, 
who, with funding from the Nottingham West Clinical 
Commissioning Group, helped us with our 30-minute 
‘exercise in a chair’ DVD and comprehensive information 
packs for newly diagnosed patients. Both have been  
great successes. That’s spurred us on to our most 
successful project yet – the ‘Breathless Breathe Easy’  
video on YouTube. www.blf.org.uk/BreathlessBE 

Helping a person might  
not change the world,  
but it could change the  
world for that person.  
I love making a difference.
Teresa Burgoyne,  
Breathe Easy volunteer
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This financial summary is taken from our audited statutory financial accounts for the year ended 30 June 2015.  
You can obtain copies of our financial accounts from our London office or by visiting www.blf.org.uk

Patient support and services  £2,251,755

Policy, campaigning 
and prevention  £1,826,727

Cost of generating funds  £1,717,997

Scientific and medical research  
(including administration costs) £786,752

Governance    £43,121

Expenditure  £6,626,352

Donations and fundraising  £4,199,321

Legacies   £1,519,371

Breathe Easy, patient  
support and services   £649,027

Investment income   £162,081

Income from charitable  
activities £117,052

Income  £6,646,852

£4,199,321

For every £1 we spend 
27p goes towards 
running the charity

73p goes on making the difference  
in the fight against lung disease

Finances

£1,519,371

£649,027

£162,081 £117,052

Income  
£6,646,852

£2,251,755

Expenditure 
£6,626,352

£1,826,727

£1,717,997

£786,752
£43,121
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Corporate partners

Abbvie

Actegy Health

Association of British Insurers

Aston Labs

AstraZeneca

Aviva

Boehringer Ingelheim

Chiesi

Citibank

Dolby Vivisol

Exclusive Contract Services

Gallagher Heath

Giveacar

GlaxoSmithKline

Global Accounting Network

Janssen – Cilag Ltd

Kite Packaging

Lifescan

Napp

Novartis

Pfizer

Plug Communications

Philips Respironics

ResMed

Remote A

Roche

Simplyhealth

Teva

Trudell Medical International

UKATA

Zurich

Trusts, foundations and 
statutory supporters

AM Pilkington Charitable Trust

Albert Hunt Trust

BACTA

Benham Charitable Settlement

Big Lottery Fund

Bingham Trust

Buckland Charitable Trust

Charles and Elsie Sykes Trust

Clare King Charitable Trust

Community Foundation in Wales

Curtis Family Charitable Trust

David Stern Trust

Department of Health 
Volunteering Fund

DHL Foundation

Dove Trust

D’Oyly Carte Charitable Trust

Duchy of Lancaster  
Benevolent Fund

Edward and Dorothy  
Cadbury Trust

F C Burgess Sunday Appeal Fund

Family Foundation Trust

G & E Pollitzer Charitable Trust

We could not continue our investment into world-class research, our work  
to prevent lung disease and our help for the millions of people affected  
by it without your support. 

Thank you to the people living with a lung condition, their carers, friends  
and families, volunteers, fundraisers, health care professionals, experts,  
donors, politicians and celebrities who have supported us in 2014–15.

Thank you

We are thrilled to sponsor the BLF’s innovative new 
initiative, Singing For Lung Health. For people living with 
lung disease, it has shown physical and psychological 
benefits, with people enjoying improved lung function and 
greater quality of life. We are proud to support the BLF and 
the millions of people living with lung disease in the UK.
From Simplyhealth
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G M Morrison Charitable 
Settlement

Greendale Foundation

Henry Lumley Charitable Trust

Hospital of God at Greatham

Hospital Saturday Fund

J Reginald Corah  
Foundation Fund

Joseph Strong Frazer Trust

Kasner Charitable Trust

Kauri Trust

Kirby Laing Foundation

Lynn Foundation

Make My Day Better Limited

Martin Connell Charitable Trust

Michael Cornish Charitable Trust 

Miss W E Lawrence 1973 
Charitable Settlement

Mrs A A Clutterbuck’s  
Charitable Trust

Mrs M A Black’s Charitable Trust

Multithon Trust

N M Rothschild and Sons Limited

NESTA

Oakdale Trust

Pamela Barlow Charitable Trust

Paul Bassham Charitable Trust

Peacock Charitable Trust

Peter Courtauld Charitable Trust

PF Charitable Trust

Philip and Elizabeth  
Rackham Charitable Trust

Pudsey Fund

R S Brownless Charitable Trust

Rainford Trust

Raymond and Blanche Lawson 
Charitable Trust

Rest Grant Scheme

Richard Mintz

Rogers Stirk Harbour + Partners 
Charitable Foundation

Ronald Miller Foundation

Rotary Club of  
St Marylebone Trust Fund

Section 16B Scotland

ShareGift

Sheila Whitley Trust

SLG Charitable Trust

Swire Charitable Trust

TK Maxx Community Fund

Tyneside Charitable Trust

Weather Lottery

White Oak Charitable Trust

Yorkshire Building Society 
Charitable Foundation

Zochonis Charitable Trust 

Thanks also to other donors 
and legators too numerous  
to mention individually.

And thank you to the  
Big Lottery Fund

A people-powered health system is a core aim of 
Nesta’s Health Lab. The BLF’s integrated Breathe Easy 
programme is a fantastic example of this in action 
– empowering individuals to have a stronger role in 
managing their own condition and drawing on the vast 
resources of their peers for support. We look forward 
to continuing to support the BLF in their work in the 
coming months.
Halima Khan, Nesta Executive Director
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President

Professor Sir Michael Marmot

Chair 
Peter Dolphin

Deputy Chair  
(from 20 November 2014  
to 14 October 2015)

Professor Warren Lenney

Deputy Chair  
(until 20 November 2014)

Professor Stephen Spiro

Honorary Treasurer

Mr Graham Colbert

Vice-Presidents

Greta Barnes MBE

Professor Peter Barnes

Sir Christian Bonington CBE

Lord Borwick of Hawkshead

Professor Mark Britton

Dame Judi Dench CH DBE

Sir Terence English KBE

Professor Duncan Geddes

Baroness Fritchie of  
Gloucester DBE

Professor Sir Malcolm Green KBE

David Hanger

Professor Sue Hill OBE

Dame Deirdre Hine DBE

Professor Stephen Holgate CBE

Professor William MacNee

Dr John Moore-Gillon

Professor Michael Morgan

Dr Keith Prowse

Richard Reid

Sir Richard Sykes

Lord Tugendhat of Widdington

Professor Lord Turnberg

Professor Dame Margaret  
Turner-Warwick DBE

Dr Robert Winter

Board of Trustees

Ralph Bernard CBE

Lord Borwick of Hawkshead

Jason Cater 
(from 20 November 2014)

Richard Chappell

David Gill

Professor Stephen Holgate CBE

Ian Kenworthy 
(from 18 September 2014)

Dr Toby Maher 
(from 26 March 2015)

Richard Pettit

Richard Pinckard 
(retired 20 November 2014)

Mrs Sandy Walmsley 
(from 18 September 2014)

For 30 years, we have 
been dedicated to 
making sure lung  
health gets the 
attention it deserves. 
Recent research shows 
COPD, lung cancer 
and lower respiratory 
infections remain high 
up on the list of reasons 
people die early. We’ve 
funded vital research  
as well as reaching out 
to those affected by a 
lung disease. We’ve 
done a lot, but we’re 
committed to doing 
more. I’m proud to be 
part of that ambition.
Professor Sir Michael Marmot, 
President of the BLF
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Looking ahead 

Thirty years on, the 
British Lung Foundation 
is needed more than 

ever. We have achieved a lot 
but there’s more to do.

Over 12 million people live 
with a lung disease in the UK, 
7 million with cardiovascular 
disease and 2.5 million with 
cancer. Yet politicians and 
health service managers focus 
NHS resources and attention 
on cardiovascular disease and 
non-respiratory cancer. We’re 
about to publish a major study 
of the nation’s lung health.  We’ll 

use its findings to fight for big 
improvements and demand the 
same priority for lung diseases.

We’ve secured more 
investment for mesothelioma 
research, but research into this 
and other lung conditions is 
still drastically underfunded. 

Our successful campaigns to 
ban smoking in cars with children 
and for plain packaging energises 
our battle with Big Tobacco. 
They have huge budgets and 
networks feeding inaccurate 
information to the media. But 
we have truth on our side and, 

Meeting people 
affected by lung 
disease, passionate 
about helping each 
other, is a constant 
reminder of the 
value of our work. 
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Looking ahead 

believe me, we’re not giving up.
Our IPF project is raising 

awareness of this neglected 
disease. It’s an urgent 
priority to get support and 
information to those affected.

We’re starting projects to 
look at children’s lung health, 
and finding ways to support 
people to exercise and sing 
for their lung health. 

Our helpline and range of 
health information reach more 
people every year. Our Breathe 
Easy support groups across 
the country remain vital and 

our integrated Breathe Easy 
projects show how working 
with local health services 
increases their impact. 

My visits to Breathe Easy groups 
inspire me every time – meeting 
people affected by lung disease, 
passionate about helping each 
other, is a constant reminder 
of the value of our work.  

But everyone is affected by the 
air we breathe.  It’s a tragedy that 
29,000 people die early every year 
because of the UK’s terrible air 
quality. More must be done  
to prevent more needless deaths.

Thirty years on, we remain 
committed to the nation’s 
lung health. Our vision is 
that one day everyone will 
breathe clean air with healthy 
lungs. With your support we 
can make that happen.

 
Penny Wood, Chief Executive

Penny  campaigns  with Breathe  Easy group  members at  Westminster
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Leading the fight against lung disease   

Thirty years ago, Professor Sir Malcolm Green and colleagues  
set up the British Lung Foundation (BLF) to raise awareness  
about lung disease and to fund vital research. He and  
Dr Anne Mier are pictured here with Princess Diana,  
who became our Patron in 1986, showing her what’s  
involved in a spirometry test to measure lung function. 

Pictured on the front cover are researchers at Imperial  
College London, where we are currently funding  
several world-class research projects.


